Your Complete Guide 

to Automotive and Vehicle
Database Solutions
Increase sales, increase your ROI,
and reach your ideal audience
On the search for automotive and vehicle database solutions?
We’ve created a complete guide to help you find the optimal
vehicle buyer list so you can best reach your ideal audience,
acquire new leads, retain current customers, and increase
brand awareness in the process.

Select Your Ideal
Audience
Identify what your optimal
automotive and vehicle
buyer list looks like
It’s essential to use the most accurate
information to ensure you reach the right
audience, including targeting for vehicles and
products. We make the process stress-free
and simple to use. We start by helping you
establish what demographics and
firmographics your ideal consumers fall
under so you know who to target.
To start, identify what matters most to your
audience. Some key selects to consider
include:
High school students getting their license

Consumers ready to spend their tax refund

New movers near your business or
dealership

Students looking to purchase a car to
commute to school or work 

Growing families looking for a larger vehicle 

Empty Nesters ready for a change 

And more
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Narrow Your Search for Automotive
and Vehicle Buyers
Demographic Selects & Vehicle Specific Selects
Our comprehensive database consists of over 230 million CAN-SPAM compliant consumer
email addresses, postal addresses, and telephone numbers, and over 69 million business
contacts. Our user-friendly platform allows you to identify the perfect automotive database
list. With approximately 700 selects, originating from over 2,000 different sources, you can
easily build your vehicle list by utilizing our broad lineup of demographic, geographic, and
firmographic selects including:

Demographic Selects
Age


Geography 


Household income


Number of interests


Gender/sex


Interest in cars


Marital status

And more

Vehicle Specific Selects
Make 


Vehicle type


Model 


Vehicle class


Year


And more

Fuel type

Once you have identified your new targeted consumer list, you can use the information 

to seamlessly launch your campaign on your own, or partner with our trusted team of data
experts to manage your upcoming campaign.
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Acquire New Leads With Our Direct
Marketing Solutions
Target Your Ideal Audience the Right Way
Our lineup of powerful marketing solutions allows you to reach the right people while
ensuring you have the most precise and up-to-date data possible. Acquiring new customers
from our vehicle and automotive database has never been easier.

1

Marketing Lists: We’ve made it easy to connect with residential consumers and
top-level business contacts through their home, office, or cell phone numbers by
creating a targeted telemarketing list for your business.

2

Data Enhancements: Locate missing data and add updated information for
contacts within your database. Our list of data enrichment services includes email,
phone, social media, and reverse appends.
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3

Direct Mail: Reach out directly to customers through mailing campaigns. With our
comprehensive database, we make it easy to cross-check your customers’ existing
postal addresses, clean up your existing list, and increase the deliverability of your
mail and ROI by leveraging the latest change-of-address data.

4

Email Marketing: Email marketing is a powerful tool that makes it possible to
build brand awareness, nurture a relationship with your current customers, and
grow your email list. A targeted email list allows you to reach a new audience who
share key characteristics with your current customers. Implementing an email
marketing strategy allows you to effectively communicate with your targeted
audience with the touch of a button.

5

Executives at Home: Our upgraded Executive at Home database allows you to
enhance your targeting abilities both at home and the office to easily reach key
decision-makers. We create a customized, targeted list while cross-referencing
our business and consumer data to provide you direct access to executive
contact information. Reach the right decision-makers, both offline and online,
utilizing multiple communication channels for optimal results. Perfect for luxury
car dealerships looking to directly reach their ideal audience.
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Data Enrichment
The Value of Regular Data Hygiene
Take a proactive approach to data hygiene and transform pieces of information (like an email
or phone number) into a complete customer profile. Use data enrichment to optimize your
sales data, reach new customers, and complete competitive analysis. 

We use data enrichment to refresh an organization's database by adding missing or
incomplete data, merging duplicate records, and removing outdated information. Exact Data’s
email and postal addresses are routinely run through a rigorous data hygiene process to make
certain all selects, new movers, new addresses, invalid email addresses, and deaths are
unerring and up-to-date. Proper data enrichment will expand your reach, increase your
deliverability, boost your ROI, and decrease costs by not wasting valuable resources, allowing
you to make better business decisions.
National Change of Address (NCOA) - Cross-check contacts on your list with
addresses of individuals, families, and businesses who have recently filed for a
change-of-address with the postal service.

Email Change of Address (ECOA) - Update missing, invalid, and inaccurate email
addresses by comparing them to our comprehensive database.

Customer Hygiene Clean Up - Refresh and optimize your database by updating the
contact information you’ve collected from your customers. A few ways to do this
include modifying, replacing, deleting, or correcting the information when needed.

Out of Business - Identify and remove companies from your database that have gone
out of business.

Deceased Screening - Identify and remove deceased contacts from your list.

Customer Look-Alike Report - Identify new prospects similar to your ideal customers
based on the attributes of your current database.
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Conquest Leads
How to Win Over Your Competition’s Loyal Customers
Although conquest automotive and vehicle leads are considered competitive territory, they
can help you stay ahead of the competition. We’ll help you identify the best way to target and
convert your competition’s repeat business into your own. Our extensive automobile and
vehicle database provides the information needed to help you accurately identify people who
own vehicles and could benefit (even more so than your competitors) from the products and
services that you offer. Exact Data also makes it possible to identify and create your custom
list to meet your ideal audience.
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As an industry leader with
an A+ rating from the
Better Business Bureau,
Exact Data is your trusted
source for vehicle and
automotive data.

Call 877.750.6636 or email info@exactdata.com
to learn more about our automotive and vehicle
database solutions today!
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